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Abstract: Starting from the First Industrial Revolution to the current and Fourth Industrial Revolution
(or Industry 4.0), various industrial machines are present in the market and manufacturing companies.
As standardized protocols have become increasingly popular, more utilities are switching to Internet
Protocol (IP)-based systems for wide-area communication. SECS/GEM is one of the standards
that permit industries to collect information directly from the machines, either using RS323 or
TCP/IP communication. TCP/IP communication is becoming more critical than ever, especially
given our accelerated digital transformation and increasing reliance on communication technologies.
The growth of IT is accelerating with cyberthreats as well. In contrast, security features in the
SECS/GEM protocol may be neglected by some companies as it is only used in factories and not
mostly used in the outside world. However, communication of SECS/GEM is highly susceptible to
various cyberattacks. This paper analyzes the potential replay-attack cyberattacks that can occur on a
SECS/GEM system. In replay attacks, this paper supposes an adversary that wants to damage an
operation-based control system in an ongoing condition. The adversary has the ability to capture
messages to watch and record their contents for a predetermined amount of time, record them, and
then replay them while attacking in order to inject an exogenous control input undetected. The paper’s
objectives are to prove that SECS/GEM communication is vulnerable to cyberattack and design a
detection mechanism to protect SECS/GEM communications from replay attacks. The methodology
implements a simulation of the replay-attack mechanism on SECS/GEM communication. The results
indicate that the design mechanism detected replay attacks against SECS/GEM communications and
successfully prevented them.

Keywords: SECS/GEM communications; Industry 4.0 landscape; replay attack; detection and
prevention mechanism

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 is the current transformation of conventional manufacturing and in-
dustrial operations using new smart machines. Large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) and
machine-to-machine (M2M) communications are coupled for better automation, improved
networking and self-monitoring, and intelligent computer manufacturing that can assess
and diagnose issues [1–3].

Recently, the volume of IoT traffic has sharply increased and is predicted to continue
to rise in the coming years. IoT devices are frequently the targets of cyberattacks with
serious repercussions due to their vulnerability. Because of this, strong tools are required
to ensure an adequate level of security in IoT networks. For such a complicated task in
Industry 4.0, machine learning and deep learning techniques show promise to perform
well [4,5].

SEMI SECS/GEM plays an important role in Industry 4.0. The photo-voltaic, semicon-
ductor, solar cell manufacturing, surface mount technology (SMT), electrical construction,
and device adopt SECS/GEM standards in their equipment [6–8]. With the introduction of
SECS/GEM capability, it is quickly transforming its operations into a smart factory with
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M2M communication, automation, and real-time data acquisition for data monitoring,
control, and analytics. The SECS/GEM is an industry protocol that has been commonly
used for decades in nearly all industrial sectors [9–11].

The Semiconductor Devices Communication Protocol is referred to as SECS, as shown
in Figure 1. The term “GEM” refers to the SEMI standard E30, which represents a general
model for equipment operation and communication by using a subset of the message types
established in the SEMI standard E5. In this era of Industry 4.0, TCP/IP networking (SEMI
Standards E37 and E37.1) has become the most general use in SECS/GEM interfaces [12,13].

Figure 1. SECS/GEM SECI/HSMS connection.

A potential cyberthreat to SECGEM is anticipated. Once the computer system’s pro-
tection is breached, the attacker can perform a cyberattack within an hour—simultaneous
attacks from different locations are enabled by the Internet’s lever of rising power. When
an attacker accesses the SECS/GEM system and launches control acts that can inflict catas-
trophic damage, the most important effect of an attack occurs whether or not an attacker
has access to it. Any successful attack could seriously impede the economy and the climate
or even contribute to the loss of human life.

Today, cyberattacks on businesses, governments, and people are rising. The manu-
facturer/semiconductor industry is not safe from these cyberattack threats, although it is
difficult to calculate the figures or success rates. Over time, cyberattacks have escalated. In
a recent survey, McAfee saw an average of 375 new attacks per minute in the first quarter
of 2020. Referring to one of the software engineers from Intel, the market demand for
semiconductor equipment is USD 60 billion per year. We should consider cybersecurity
threats to identify risk-based measures to protect equipment from them.

Although the semiconductor industry has laid out a clear argument for introducing
cybersecurity standards, some concerns and issues remain. The introduction of cybersecu-
rity requirements is not as simple as it sounds. In the field of security, there are various
ways of breaching the network. If the goal of the intruder is to close down contact between
the parties or to steal information from the unsuspected user, the protection mechanism
in place must be able to protect itself against it. The only way to secure information that
stops many of these threats from being possible is to encrypt all data sent from one location
to another. However, what happens when the attacker does not need to know what the
message says? This is the principle behind the replay attack [14].

SECS/GM HSMS does not identify security as there is no identification of the connect-
ing entities; no registration or certificate is necessary for the connection. Data do not have
any standard encryption algorithms. In the past, SECS/GEM with TCP/IP communication
did not seem to have a problem because factory networks were disconnected from the
external internet connection. However, in this era, factory networks are slowly opening to
the outside world. As Ethernet and the TCP/IP protocol stack are becoming a central part of
plant and factory networks, the result is that linking those networks to more comprehensive
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corporate structures is becoming more relaxed and more popular. The major contributions
are listed below:

• This paper proves a replay attack that was conducted against standard SECS/GEM
operations, which was required to be considered before deploying.

• The proposed mechanism uses timestamp technology to detect replay attacks once the
recipient verifier checks the freshness of the timestamp.

• The proposed detection mechanism has the ability to prevent a replay attack in
SECS/GEM communication.

• Security analysis shows the replay-attack analysis by changing the contents of System-
Bytes.

• This paper uses a Testbed environment to implement and evaluate the proposed
detection mechanism.

The rest of this work is categorized as follows. Section 2 introduces some literature
review works. Section 3 provides the background of this paper in detail. Section 4.1
introduces the proposed replay-attack detection and prevention mechanism. Section 5
analysis the security and detection mechanism of replay attacks. Section 6 shows the
experimental results of our proposal. Section 7 shows the conclusion of this paper.

2. Literature Review

This section reviews several research mechanisms proposed in IoT for the Industry
4.0 landscape. There are a huge number of mechanism protocols based on industrial
IoT, such as Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Data Distribution Service
(DDS), Open Platform Communications–Unified Architecture (OPC UA), Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP), SECS/GEM, and many more. These communication protocols
are reviewed as follows.

2.1. MQTT-Based Mechanisms

Due to its openness environment, small footprint, and efficient publish/subscribe
standard, MQTT has become the de facto standard protocol for IoT-based M2M communi-
cation. The security mechanism has captured the attention of both academics and business
leaders [15]. Since MQTT’s mode of operation is the root cause of security problems, it is
especially susceptible to cyberattacks [16]. Additionally, many security solutions have been
proposed to address the MQTT’s security flaws [17–19].

2.2. DDS-Based Mechanisms

Like MQTT, DDS [20] is a publish/subscribe-based M2M protocol that aims to improve
the efficiency of data transmission in real-time systems. DDS is built to operate on both
TCP and UDP, giving users a choice between Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Datagram
Transport Layer Security (DTLS) as the underlying security algorithm. For this reason,
the Object Management Group (OMG) proposed the DDS security specification, which
details a powerful security framework thought to be best suited for Internet of Things
(IoT) devices. However, these algorithms are computationally intensive and, therefore, not
suitable for devices with limited resources.

2.3. OPC UA-Based Mechanisms

The OPC Foundation is a group of companies that works together to set and up-
hold standards for the open connectivity of manufacturing equipment and software [21].
Although OPC UA has built-in security features, it still requires stringent security con-
figurations to work properly, preventing attackers from gaining access to sensitive data
through port theft, wireless eavesdropping, and other means [22,23].

2.4. CoAP-Based Mechanisms

CoAP [24], as defined by RFC 7252 [25], is another software framework optimized
for low-power networks and devices. The server may send a verification query to ensure
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the client machine’s ‘hello’ message came from a legitimate location. Nonetheless, this
additional safeguard protects against DoS attacks.

2.5. SECS/GEM-Based Mechanisms

Contrary to the other protocols we have covered, SECS/GEM lacks any sort of in-
built security measures [26,27]. SECS/messaging GEM’s protocol—the High-Speed SECS
Message Services (HSMS)—runs atop TCP, which itself defines no security mechanism. The
connecting entity is not validated, and no credentials or authorization are needed. There
is no end-to-end encryption during the transfer of the payload, which means it is sent as
plaintext. The information is encapsulated using a binary encoding process, making the
message unintelligible to a human reader. However, the message can be decoded and the
data extracted by anyone familiar with binary encoding and SECS/GEM.

Authentication of data in IIoT systems was proposed by Karati et al. [28] using a
certificate-less signature (CLS) scheme based on bilinear pairing. In this scheme, the signer
must perform two exponentiations before generating a signature. However, in order for
the verifier to validate a signature, two exponentiations and a pairing computation are
needed. For a lightweight authentication mechanism, K. Mahmood et al. [29] proposed
a hybrid Diffie–Hellman approach using AES and RSA to generate session keys. Mutual
authentication is provided by the scheme, which helps to safeguard against replay and
Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks and ensures the confidentiality of transmitted messages.
To ensure the security of the IoT ecosystem, Mumtaz et al. [30] developed an authentication
mechanism utilizing state-of-the-art industry standards and RSA public-key encryption
algorithms. A multi-key-based mutual authentication mechanism was introduced by T.
Shah et al. [31]. Secure vaults, which are collections of keys of the same size, are used
to store a shared secret between the IoT server and the IoT device in this method. As a
means of shielding IIoT networks from various forms of cyberattacks, such as denial-of-
service (DoS) attacks, router impersonation attacks, and smart-sensor traceability attacks,
S. F. Aghili et al. [32] investigated the security flaws in the current M2M authentication
protocols proposed for these networks. In [33], E. Lara et al. proposed an authentication
protocol for IIoT networks that takes into account the limitations imposed by the ubiquitous
nature of IoT devices. Authentication and message integrity problems with heterogeneous
systems in manufacturing were addressed by KK. Kolluru et al. in [34].

Recently, Laghari et al. [35] investigated the main operations of communications-
based SECS/GEM and how potential adversaries could tamper with these operations
to gain malicious or illegal access. According to their experiments, SECS/GEM com-
munications are vulnerable to numerous attacks. Jaisan et al. [36] presented AES-GCM
encryption to propose a security mechanism for SECS/GEM communication. Then, Laghari
et al. [26] proposed a security mechanism based on the digital signature that satisfies the
security requirements.

Authentication mechanisms that rely on digital-signature-based algorithms are more
difficult to implement because they require Certification Authorities and multiple-key
exchange mechanisms. More bandwidth and processing time will be needed to com-
plete the processes or operations if the underlying mechanisms are more complex. The
abovementioned mechanisms have been shown to introduce vulnerabilities and have a
compromised defense mechanism in studies [32,37]. In other words, attackers will be
able to take advantage of vulnerabilities in preexisting defenses by adapting the security
mechanism presented above and launching attacks such as replay attacks on SECS/GEM
communications. Damage to reputation, theft of sensitive information, and interruption
of network connectivity are all possible outcomes. Therefore, this paper not only detects
replay attacks but also prevents them from accessing SECS/GEM communication. The
proposed mechanism of this paper will use timestamp technology through the sender,
which sends a message with the current timestamp, and the recipient verifier, which checks
the freshness of the received timestamp. Therefore, the proposed detection mechanism will
be able to detect and prevent a replay attack in SECS/GEM communication.
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3. Background
3.1. SECS/GEM Standard

Over 2000 industries from all over the world are members of Semiconductor Equip-
ment and Material International (SEMI). It provides the goods, services, and machinery that
manufacturers demand. It releases several standards—such as E4, E5, E30, and E37—that
coordinate information exchange of host and machine components, as shown in Figure 2.
SECS/GEM stands for Semiconductor Equipment Communication Standard/Generic
Model for Communications and Control of Manufacturing Equipment and is the umbrella
term for the SEMI communication standards listed as follows.

• E4 (SEMI Equipment Communications Standard-I (SECS-I), 1978): A way to exchange
data over an RS-232 connection, which can be used to connect a wide variety of devices
to a host. It is effective at the physical layer.

• E5 (SEMI Equipment Communications Standard-II (SECS-II), 1982): Facilitates the
transmission of data between devices and hosts in the form of streams and function
messages following a standard protocol.

• E30 (Generic Equipment Model (GEM), 1992): Aids in identifying SECS-II message us-
age and in monitoring device behavior during communication protocol with the host.

• E37.1 (High-Speed SECS Message Service Session Single (HSMS-SS), 1994): Within
the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol network (TCP/IP), the protocol
outlined in this document controls the flow of data between individual devices and
the host computer.

• E37.2 (High-Speed SECS Message Service- Global Session (HSMS-GS)): The Global
equivalent to E37.1 with the added ability to manage multiple sessions while using
the same sophisticated hardware.

Figure 2. SECS standard.

The SECS/GEM is a widely used protocol in the manufacturing sector and has been so
for many years [38]. From Intel and Samsung to Broadcom and UMC, IBM and Qualcomm,
SK Hynix and Micron, NXP and Toshiba, TXN and Toshiba, and so on, the SEMI SECS/GEM
has been the lifeblood of the semiconductor industry for years [39].

3.2. Replay Attack

Replay attacks, often referred to as playback attacks, are a sort of network assault in
which honest data transfer has been repeated or purposefully delayed. The perpetrator of
this assault could be the one who sent the original data, or an adversary who intercepted
and retransmitted it, probably as part of an IP replacement packet spoofing attempt. This
technique is regarded as one of the more basic man-in-the-middle attacks. “One way to
characterize such an attack is”: “an attack on a security protocol using a replay of messages
in the intended (or initial and expected) sense from a separate context, thereby fooling the
honest participant(s) into believing that the protocol run was completed” [40].

Figure 3 is a situation where Ann is trying to prove her identity to Ban via a post. Ban
asks for her password to prove herself, to which Ann provides the password; meanwhile, El
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sniffs the conversation and keeps the password. El (posing as Ann) interacts with Ban [41].
A replay attack can mimic the message after eavesdropping on the news from the network
and replay it to the host and equipment. At the same time, the host and equipment do not
seem aware of legitimate data.

Figure 3. Illustration of a replay attack.

3.3. Scope of Study

The main focus of this paper is to prove that SECS/GEM communication is vulnerable
to replay attacks. The replay attack will be demonstrated as the cyberattack in this paper
and part of the main contribution to proving that SECS/GEM communication is vulnerable.
This is due to this cyberattack being a major contributor that causes equipment to be
stopped or data to be disclosed. For detection, the mechanism will only be limited to
detecting the replay attack to show the ability of SECS/GEM’s security to prevent the
attack. Other types of cyberattack and detection will not be described in this paper.

3.4. Objective of Research

At the end of this section, the objectives achieved are as follows:

• Prove that SECS/GEM communication is vulnerable to cyberattack.
• Design a detection mechanism to detect replay attack.

3.5. Problem Statement

Since the SECS/GEM interface mostly uses TCP/IP networking (SEMI Standards E37
and E37.1) and HSMS does not have any security, SECS/GEM is vulnerable to cyberattack.
As mostly semiconductor industries such as Intel, AMD, TSMC, TI, Infineon, etc. have
SECS/GEM in their machines [17], it is crucial to secure SECS/GEM communications as
one machine or device affected by a cyberattack may become harmful and trigger damage
or loss of production, as shown in an example occurring on TSMC, X-Fab, and Tower
Semiconductors.

The SECS/GEM protocol does not have any security features to create a system link
with other network components that enable the opponent to launch an attack (core idea)
and disrupt credibility and productivity. Besides integrity checking, both entities exchange
binary-encoded SECS/GEM messages.

Attention to SECS/GEM security is quite rare as there are other types of security
that are able to enhance network security. However, they are not 100% guaranteed se-
curity protection. Once a cyberattack breaks through these securities, it will be able to
attack SECS/GEM communication in industry networks. We cannot lower our guard
on SECS/GEM security even though there has been no report showing an attack on
SECS/GEM. As SECS/GEM has a weakness itself in security, it is just a matter of time
before a cyberattack is launched. If a cyberattack really happens on SECS/GEM, it will
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be too late, and the impact will be huge, as described in the cyberattack cases previously.
Compared with the previous cases, currently, most companies have moved to Industry 4.0.
This is very worrying, as current research on SECS/GEM security and the development of
security has still not been explored. This needs to be explored so that when an attack is
able to penetrate primary network security, it still has secondary protection on itself.

4. Proposed Replay-Attack Detection and Prevention Mechanism
4.1. Plan and Implementation Flow

As shown in Figure 4, this paper follows 4 project steps, namely, Analysis, Design,
Implementation and Testing, and Evaluation.

Figure 4. Details of project implementation flow chart.

• Requirement Analysis Stage: This stage analyzes the SECS/GEM SEC-II message and
HSMS message, understanding the message encoding between these two standards.
Besides, it analyzes in which situations the replay attack can occur.

• Design Stage: Based on requirement analysis, simulation concepts can be designed to
simulate the replay attack in SECS/GEM communication to prove objective number
1—that is, SECS/GEM is vulnerable—and design a detection mechanism for objective
number 2.

• Implementation and Test Stage: In this stage, the first implementation is the setup
SECS/GEM simulator. Secondly, it develops an attack pseudocode. Lastly, a detection
mechanism algorithm is produced.

• Evaluation Stage: This is the most critical part of the study to demonstrate the attack
on SECS/GEM and how the detection mechanism detects the attack. The result of the
attack and detection will be shown at this stage.

4.2. Design Concepts

SEGS/GEM E37 HSMS provides a binary code message consisting of 4 Byte Message
length + 10 Bytes Header + Data Message (0–8 Mbytes). For attack mechanism simula-
tion, byte 9 consisting of SType is used to identify whether the message is in linktest.reg
(SType = 5) or linktest.res (SType = 6). Code is written to analyze these areas and trigger an
attack message to have SType = 9 to send to entities. SType = 9 is known as separate.req,
which terminates the connections.

For attack mechanism simulation, byte 9 consisting of SType is used to identify whether
the message is in linktest.reg (SType = 5) or linktest.res (SType = 6). Code is written to
analyze these areas and trigger an attack message for SType = 9 to send to entities. SType = 9
is known as separate.req, which terminates the connections.

The 24 h communication pattern between a host and equipment in a production
environment is depicted in Figure 5. SECS/GEM messages are paired with a primary
message, which is a request message, and a secondary message, which is a response
message. Over 14 thousand data are transferred in S6F11 and S6F12, and all can be exposed
to the attacker.
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Figure 5. SECS/GEM message data transfer in one industry equipment.

According to the SECS/GEM standard, equipment can only connect to one host device
at once. There is just one active point-to-point communication link between the host
and production equipment. Thus, if the attacker manages to break the host connection
and establish a relationship with equipment, the host will be unable to reconnect to the
equipment unless the attack terminates the connection. Data will transfer to the attacker
once connections are established with equipment. The attacker can eventually perform a
replay attack.

5. Replay-Attack Analysis

The equipment will return to a NOT-CONNECTED state after a failed TCP connection.
On the specified port address, it will begin to wait for a new incoming connection request
(i.e., usually port 5000). At this point, the attacker would connect to the equipment and
assume control of it as the host. These data may be exchanged between the attacker host
and equipment. The attacker can collect significant stream function data, as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Attacker establishing a connection with equipment.

The attack also can stand behind and listen to port 5000 on all the HSMS messages
being transferred. The attacker can mimic the message and replay the message by sending
it back to the host or equipment. These, eventually, will confuse the host and equipment.
This attack is a replay attack.

In a production environment, as in Figure 7, the host can connect to various equipment
types that are equipped with SECS/GEM. An attack is able to launch separate.reg to all
the equipment and terminate their primary host communication, and establish attack host
connections to all the equipment. The machine may stop and behave abnormally. The
impact and damage are huge when an attack involves the entire company’s SECS/GEM
equipment. Data collection from equipment to host is also doubtable due to the replay
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message by the attacker to host. Data such as process control data, machine alarm events,
or machine OEE may be polluted by replay attack and unable to be used.

Figure 7. Production network environment—host with equipment.

It will be regarded as the control message, in addition to these. An attacker who is
familiar with the HSMS protocol can sniff a message and respond with a different payload
in order to harm or interrupt production-line equipment. The SystemBytes sequence
number field in HSMS’s header is monotonically incremented for each transaction. A
transaction is a set of request and response messages sent from the host to the equipment
or the other way around. Each transaction has its own sequence number; however, each
succeeding transaction will have a number that corresponds to the one before it. Because
of this predictability, attackers can launch a replay attack by changing the contents of
SystemBytes. Replay attacks would be detrimental to general communication; it may tear
down equipment communication in the production line or adversely impact equipment
behavior, which can cause product quality issues and accidents. Figure 8 depicts the
replay-attack scenario.

Figure 8. Attacker while capturing, intercepting, and attacking SECS/GEM communication.

6. Experiment Result
6.1. Hardware Simulation Concept

In this section, numerous attacks are launched against various SECS/GEM communi-
cation processes occurring between the equipment and host. The hardware for the testing
attack simulation is shown in Table 1. Between a host and equipment in the assembly line,
SECS/GEM communication first begins.
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Table 1. Simulation hardware and spe ification.

Device Specifications OS Software

Host CPU: Intel® Ci7-9750H @ 2.6Ghz × 8 RAM: 24 GB Win10 PyChram

Equipment CPU: Intel® Ci7-3770M @ 3.4Ghz × 8 RAM: 8 GB Win10 PyChram

Attacker CPU: Intel® Ci3-330M @ 2.13Ghz × 2 RAM: 8 GB Ubuntu 2020.3 PyChram Wireshark

Switch Cisco Catalyst 2960 Fast Ethernet

6.2. Testbed Environment

The trials were performed to watch how SECS/GEM acted under various attacks. Python
is used to implement SECS/GEM host and equipment, which simulates the behavior and
capabilities of SECS/GEM entities. The required code-level adjustments have been made in
order to replicate the host-side emulator’s attack behaviors. It is crucial to eavesdrop and
collect the packets while they are in transit and then modify them to execute assaults such as
replay attacks in order to successfully conduct cyberattacks on SECS/GEM communications.

As in Figure 9, we will simulate an attack on the assembly production line for equip-
ment STF1. The production line arrangement is almost the same in the work area of my
company’s production floor. All these machines SR1, DF1, DEK1, and STF1 are equipped
with SECS/GEM features to transfer data to PCS (process control system), RMS (Recipes
Management System), MMS (Material Management System), TMS (Tool Management
System), OTA, and CAMSTAR.

Figure 9. Testbed environment—an attack scenario.

6.3. Implementation

Figure 10 is the attack flow chart. Attack will start to sniff SEC-II messages. If the
header message contains Byte 9 (SType) = 6, it will change to create a header message with
SType = 9 that represents separate.reg. If SType is not equal to 6, it will keep listening to
the SEC-II message. The next flow after the Set SType = 9 will be changing the source and
destination IP. It then will send the separation.reg to equipment. Once the equipment is
terminated, it will connect with equipment until the connection is successful.
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Figure 10. Attack flow chart.

Scapy Tool, a Python-based program, is used to capture, alter, and send forwarded
packets to the intended recipient. For each procedure, the attacks were carried out thirty
times. Equation (1) measures the ability of the SECS/GEM processes to prevent the attacks
carried out on SECS/GEM communication [42]:

ATTACKSR = 1 − F
N

(1)

ATTACKSR represents the specific attack’s success rate, N represents the number of
times forged messages are injected, and F signifies that the particular attack type failed
several times. The algorithm found that if ATTACKSR is 1, then the attack is successful. If
ATTACKSR is not 1, an attack is specified on the SECS/GEM’s as not a success, such as
in control messages and data messages. The number of times testing and Formula (1) are
a reference to a research study called “Denial of Service Attack on Neighbor Discovery
Protocol Processes in the Network of IPv6 Link- Local” [42]. For this paper, we increase
our number to 30 times to prove that the replay-attack success rate is still high even after
30 times of testing.

Table 2 shows that the success rate for replay attack is high, and there is no failure
even in 30 times testing. In replay attack, the control message is also able to listen without
any failure, and the duplicate data are able to be injected without any failure. Since there
is no failure, ATTACKSR = 1. Attack failures are manually calculated. The high assault
success rate demonstrated how thoroughly exposed the SECS/GEM communication is to
these cyberattacks.

Table 2. Experiment result.

Message Type Experiment Count (N) Attack Failure (F) ATTACKSR

Control 30 0 1

Data 30 0 1

6.4. Detect Mechanism

For detection of replay attack, we explored implementing a timestamp. Figure 11 is a
Detection flow consisting of Send and Receive flow. This flow needs to be put into host and
equipment. The concept is that the sender will append a timestamp while the receiver will
append an extra timestamp. In the sender flow chart, before sending any HSMS package, it
will save the current timestamp and inject it into the data message. The receiving entity
will receive these packages with a timestamp in the message data. The receiving entity
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will add an extra timestamp and compare whether the received timestamp is less than or
equal to the last time it recorded. If the timestamp is less than or equal to the previous
timestamp, it will trigger “Duplicate package” and drop the package; otherwise, it will
accept the package and proceed as usual.

Figure 11. Detection flow chart.

Figure 12 presents the pseudocode that explains the timestamp that was saved and
appended to the data package. sel f .last_ts is a timestamp, and data represents data
combined with the timestamp.

Figure 12. Pseudocode for Save and Append timestamp.

Using the pseudocode as in Figure 13, the Python-based Scapy tool is run to hijack and
detect any suspicious package intercepted and injected into the message. The result shows
that the suspected message was duplicated and the packet was dropped with a triggering
Duplicate detected.

Figure 13. Result of detection on duplicate package.
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As a result, this section shows the implementation to perform the attack and detec-
tion was performed as expected. The result of the attack and detection concludes that
SECS/GEM is vulnerable to replay attack and the need for security prevention to detect
the attack.

6.5. Security Comparison

This subsection compares the security of our proposed mechanism with eight recently
proposed mechanisms [28–34] for secure SECS/GEM communications. Let SC-1, SC-2,
SC-3, and SC-4 denote threats to cybersecurity, preventing replay attacks, detecting replay
attacks, and efficient mechanism, respectively. Table 3 compares the different mechanisms
in terms of security.

According to Table 3, none of the nine recently proposed mechanisms can achieve
all four security features (SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, and SC-4). In contrast, our mechanism could
achieve all four security features for secure SECS/GEM communications.

Note that the main aim of an efficient mechanism is to reduce the performance over-
head during prevention and detection. Unlike Laghari et al. [26], K. Mahmood et al. [29],
and Laghari et al. [35] using encryption algorithms, the proposed mechanism is more
effective at securing replay attacks by using timestamps without any extra algorithms.

Table 3. Security comparison of past mechanisms and our mechanism.

Mechanisms SC-1 SC-2 SC-3 SC-4

Laghari et al. [26] 3 3 3 7

Karati et al. [28] 7 7 7 7

K. Mahmood et al. [29] 3 3 3 7

Mumtaz et al. [30] 7 7 7 7

T. Shah et al. [31] 7 7 7 7

S. F. Aghili et al. [32] 7 7 7 7

Lara et al. [33] 7 7 7 7

KK. Kolluru et al. [34] 7 7 7 7

Laghari et al. [35] 3 3 3 7

Our mechanisms 3 3 3 3

7. Conclusions

SECS/GEM is mostly used in semiconductor industries and it has been highly used
since its introduction. SECS/GEM can quickly turn their activities into a smart factory for
data monitoring, regulation, and analytics through M2M connectivity, automation, and
real-time data acquisition. As binary-encoded communications are exchanged unencrypted
without any authentication or encryption, SECS/GEM does not provide any security mea-
sure. The results of the experiment demonstrate that cyberattacks can target the SECS/GEM
message. Therefore, a thorough security structure is needed to guard against these cyber-
attacks. For secure and dependable communication in the future, SECS/GEM security
should include authentication, confidentiality, and integrity. The challenges discussed in
this paper are the topic of our next step, which offer a comprehensive security architecture
to safeguard SECS/GEM communication against online attacks.

In future work, we will extend this work by proposing a strong mechanism to resist
security attacks such as DoS, forgery, modify, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Additionally,
the overhead efficiency in terms of communications and computational costs will be
considered as well.
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